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Preface 
 

Rakshak Foundation was founded in 2006 by a group of concerned citizens from 

India’s elite educational institutions working in USA. It was in the manner of giving 

back in a small way to United States and India, countries that had provided them so 

much in terms of opportunities. The Foundation seeks to create an informed 

society, aware of its rights and duties, and attempts to address barriers to an 

equitable and just society. Rakshak Foundation has been submitting well 

researched opinions on various bills being considered for presentation to the 

Indian Parliament. Rakshak Foundation has been invited by the Parliamentary 

Committees of the Rajya Sabha three times in the past two years to depose before 

them and present their views on proposed Bills which would affect the whole 

nation once they are enacted by the Parliament. 

The Intern is a Fourth year engineering student at IIT Roorkee and has keen 

interest towards public policy issues. The Intern has keen interest in taking up 

such topic and has interest in researching these topics and going into the 

intricacies of these Issues. 

The Intern has tried to make an effort to bring forth the scope of Community 

Policing and its effectiveness in solving law enforcement and crime related 

problems. 
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Executive Summary 
 

The basic role of police is to prevent, detect and control crime along with the 

maintenance of law and order. But with the profound changes in the society and 

enhancement in the levels of sophistication of crime, traditional way of policing is 

finding itself insufficient to achieve these objectives. Police of every nation has 

been isolated from the friends and foes as well. It is seen as a blunt-edged 

instrument to perpetuate the will and whims of those having the power. It is this 

realisation that this system of policing has alienated the public which it meant to 

serve which led to a lot of thought in this direction and resulted in the evolution of 

philosophy of community policing.  

Thus community policing evolved as a philosophy of involving community in the 

law enforcement and crime prevention. The basic premise is that police and public 

should work together to control and prevent crime in the society. This helps police 

in solving the issues using the resources of the community.  

It is also recognition of the fact that police alone can’t solve the problem 

howsoever elaborate its resources may be. The effectiveness of community 

policing depends on the public corporation and public satisfaction as against 

reduction in crime rates and response to crime situations in traditional policing. 

 It also gives legitimacy to police from the public in addition to the legitimacy they 

have from the statues. Thus community policing offers both a challenge and an 

opportunity.  

Different countries of the world have taken initiatives in community policing and 

the initiatives are quite successful especially in USA, Japan, and Singapore. Recently 

British government in 2012 created the post of directly elected Police and Crime 

Commissioner to hold the Chief Constable accountable. Many experiments were 

also undertaken in different states of India, some by individual initiatives while 

other by the legislative support. The experiments of Maharashtra, Kerala, and 

Madhya Pradesh are worth mentioning.   

Due to the vast scope of the project, Intern has streamlined his project in Delhi 

only. Though the literature review consists of examples from the different 

countries and from different Indian States, field visits and surveys are restricted to 

the Delhi to analyse the reach and effectiveness of Neighbourhood Watch Scheme 

of Delhi Police. 

Intern while conducting field visits and survey in three areas namely Motilal Nehru 

Camp, Shiva camp and DDA Flats in Munirka found the following problems: 

1. The awareness about the Neighbourhood Watch Scheme is very low. 
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2. The Neighbourhood Watch Committees don’t exist in the slums. 

3. Beat officer interact with only those living on the main roads or very close to it. 

He goes inside the slums only in the case of any incident.  

4. Mostly Beat officers are male, so women don’t find themselves in a comfortable 

position to share their problems, issues and suggestions with the Beat officer. 

5. NWCs don’t have monthly meetings where they exist and people often don’t get 

circular for the meetings. 

6. Some people or families tend to dominate these committees. 

Intern has analysed the problems with the scheme through the surveys and the 

recommendations based on the survey are as follows: 

1. Increasing the awareness of the Neighbourhood Watch Scheme through the 

following steps: 
1.1   Provide a very clear understanding to the people of the expected outcomes 

of the NWS through NWCs. 

1.2   Provide a charter enlisting all the functions of the NWCs 

1.3   Explain to the people the role that is expected out of them. 

 

2. Make Beat officer more accessible and people friendly through the following 

steps: 

2.1   Prepare a police station wise assessment of the staff required for the   

effective implementation of the scheme. 

2.2   Don’t give them additional duties. 

2.3   Make a suitable mechanism to ensure that they create and maintain 

contact with the residents and not just with those residing on the main 

roads. 

2.4   Include women staff mandatorily in the beat so that women can freely 

share their concerns. 

 

3. Make NWCs monthly meetings mandatory and make them more broad based 

through the following steps: 

3.1   Make monthly meetings of NWCs mandatory 

3.2   Make a provision to replace its one fourth member every year. 

3.3   Make minutes recording of the proceedings of the meetings of NWCs 

mandatory 

3.4   No person should be allowed to become its member more than three times 
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Proposed Action Points 
 

The following recommendations can enable the Delhi police to reach out to the 

masses and connect them with this scheme. These will also improve the 

functioning of the Neighbourhood Watch Committees. 

1. Prepare a charter/pamphlet containing all the functions of the NWCs and 

distribute them in the colonies/slums. 

2.  Advertise about the scheme through pasting pamphlets containing objectives 

of the scheme in all the police station, advertisement on the newspapers, radio 

etc.  

3. Don’t give any other duty to the Beat officer so that he/she can devote his/her 

full attention on their area. 

4. Make the monthly meetings of the NWCs mandatory 

5. Make minutes recording of the proceedings of the meetings of NWCs 

mandatory so as to improve the transparency and bring accountability in the 

members. 
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6. Introduction 
  

1.1 Background Information 

The history of modern law enforcement can be traced back to the formation of 

London Metropolitan Police District in 1829 by Sir Robert Peel to handle the 

problems and crimes created by rapid Industrialization namely large influx of 

people in urban areas, poverty, poor infrastructure etc. The history of community 

policing starts from here and draws many of its component from the history. Peel, 

the first chief of the police force, did several innovations that are still practiced 

today. He assigned his officers regular foot-patrol areas and gave them the task of 

preventing and suppressing crime in their assigned geographic areas. Patrol beats 

helped the police officers to know their assigned neighbourhood and helped 

residents to become familiar with the local police. Peel formed a paramilitary 

command structure for the police as he believed that only the military discipline 

would ensure that police officers would do patrolling and would actually enforce 

the law.  

 

Police is the most visible and coercive arm of the state. It is entrusted with the task 

of maintaining law and order, protecting the people and their property, prevent, 

detect and investigate crime. Police being a public service ought to serve the 

community but over the period of time it has distanced itself from the community. 

It is now seen as the instrument of harassment and oppression by the state. 

Therefore, the need arises for the police to change its attitude and methods 

without diluting the strength and effectiveness of the law enforcement system. 

Also the demand for better and enhanced police services and security have led to 

constant evolution and change in methods of policing in democratic societies. Thus 

the need for community policing gained prominence during the last four decades 

as a distinct policing philosophy. 

 

1.2 Main Problems, their scope and impact on the society 

Indian Police is still governed by the colonial rules meant only for maintaining and 

strengthening of British rule in India. Police is one of the most important organs of 

the state and meant for public service. But over the period of time this ‘service’ has 

been lost in the way. The police-public relation, as it stands today, has been that of 

master-servant. The police don’t have any in-built mechanism of self-analysis and 

introspection which results in a tendency of developing extreme attitude of over-

sensitivity or total insensitivity.  Also the complete alienation of them creates an 

environment of lack of mutual trust, respect and confidence. It is seen as a blunt-
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edged instrument to perpetuate the will and whims of those in power. This is one 

of the biggest impediments in the functioning of police.  

Thus the idea to involve community in the policing gained prominence. It is a 

proactive and problem driven force as against the reactionary and incident driven 

nature of traditional policing. The idea of Community Policing has been 

implemented in some parts of the country but mostly on individual initiatives and 

has not been yet institutionalised. The community policing as a concept is still not 

know to the masses. The dissemination of the knowledge about it and making them 

aware of their role in the maintenance of law and order and crime control is a pre-

requisite for the effective implementation of community policing. The 

development of community policing faced many problems in the form of resistance 

from the police itself, absence of support from the government—especially 

financial support, lack of programmatic approach, lack of faith and confidence in 

the intent of police by the public, and so on. However, over the period of time there 

have been many development and changes in the community policing method 

which led to its greater acceptance among the public. 

 

1.3 Goals and Objectives 

The goal of the research is to make a comprehensive analysis of different models of 

community policing adopted in different countries mainly USA, UK, Japan and 

Singapore. Intern also intends to study the models implemented in different states 

of India namely Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra, Tamil Nadu, Kerala and UNDP 

project in the states of Assam, Rajasthan and Tamil Nadu. Further the Intern aims 

to do a case study of Neighbourhood Watch Scheme of Delhi and recommending 

the necessary changes in it to make it more effective.  
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7. Community Policing 
2.1 History 

Policing can be traced back to the ancient India. Kautilya talked about creation of 

police organisation and vesting it with the preventive, investigative and 

prosecution duties. During the Mughal era, policing became of secondary 

importance with primary focus on army and revenue department. The rift was 

created between the ruler and the ruled which continued even in the British era. 

Indian society having its own ‘Panchayats’ system didn’t feel the need for a proper 

formal police force and was felt only during the British rule  with the increase in 

violent crime. After the Independence, law enforcement which was seen as a tool of 

suppressing discontent and freedom became accountable to the public.  

2.2 Present Scenario 

With the Independence, Police has to perform public service and has to leave its 

earlier role of a tool of strengthening the hands of the ruler and supressing the 

rebellions. Many steps were taken in this regard especially Criminal Procedure 

Code, 1973, National Police Commission, 1977, Supreme Court directives in 2006 

on the PIL of Mr Prakash Singh and others. But all these steps proved too little to 

change the functioning and perception of the police. People satisfaction with police 

is far below the expected levels. The Police work with few resources at their 

disposal and suffers from acute shortage of man power. Political class is also 

responsible for this pitiable condition of police which has used it for its own 

political considerations and thus inflicting huge long term costs to the society for 

their immediate ends. Police leadership thus tried to introduce the community 

participation in the police and has taken few initiatives in the field of community 

policing but most of the initiatives are not backed by the states and thus depend on 

the individuals. 

2.3 Concept  

The community policing is the collaboration of police and public to find more 

effective ways to promote public safety and to enhance quality of life in the 

neighbourhood. Its basic premise is that police and public should work together to 

control and prevent crime in the society. Every  citizen  is  a  police  without  

uniform  and  every  policeman  is  a  citizen  in uniform. It involves of bringing out 

of policeman out of citizen and citizen out of policeman. There have been many 

definitions of community policing- 

According to Bureau of Police Research and Development (BPR&D) community 

policing is “normal policing of a society in consultation, cooperation and 

partnership with the community at large” while  recommending  a  model  for  

community  policing  during  2003 with  Objectives  “To minimize the gap between 
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policemen and citizens to such an extent that the policemen become an  integrated 

part of the community they serve and they earn the acceptance and trust of  the  

community,  leading  to  spontaneous  co-operation  from  people  in crime  

prevention  and  security  in  local  area  and  resulting  in  a  lasting partnership 

between the police and the community”. Mission are “To  prevent  and  detect 

crime, maintain order and ensure safety and security of the community in 

partnership  with  the  people  and  to  provide  the  community  efficient, 

transparent  and  responsive  law-enforcement  machinery  which perpetuates the 

rule of law”. 

According to U.S. Department of Justice, Community Policing is “a  philosophy  that  

promotes  and  supports  organizational strategies to address the causes and 

reduce the fear of crime and social disorder  through  problem-solving  tactics  and  

police-community partnerships.  Community  policing  focuses  on  crime  and  

social  disorder through the delivery of police services that include aspects of 

traditional law  enforcement  as  well  as  prevention,  problem-solving,  

community engagement, and partnerships. The community policing model 

balances reactive  response  to  calls  for  service  with  proactive  problem-solving 

centered  on  the  causes  of  crime  and  disorder.  Community policing requires 

police and citizens to join together as partners in the course of both identifying and 

effectively addressing these issues”.  

This new system recognises crime prevention and law and order enforcement ad 

truly participative function with the total involvement of the community in the 

identification and resolving issues. Thus community becomes a stakeholder or 

beneficiary of safety. This is a marked change in the strategy and process of 

policing. Further this philosophy provides legitimacy to the law enforcing agencies 

from the community apart from the legitimacy they have from the statues. The 

efficiency of traditional policing may be judged from the reduction in crime rates 

and response to crime situations while in community policing efficiency is judged 

from the extent of public corporation and public satisfaction. Participation of 

community in policing functions implies public scrutiny of police work, customised 

police service and police accountability to the public. This provides for greater 

trust among the public for police through a process of sustained continuous 

contact and higher levels of communication which provides voluntary cooperation 

from the public and greatly assist police in their tasks. 

2.4 Characteristics of Community Policing 

 Participative System: It is the most important part of community policing. 

Crime and order management requires total involvement of community as the 

active partner of police and thus playing their role in safety and security. It also 

brings the democratic sense in the policing by involving the community. It also 

provides an opportunity to the police to integrate itself once again into the societal 
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fabric. This is the recognition of the fact that police alone can’t solve the problems 

however elaborate its resources or however elaborate its strategy may be. Also the 

link between the police and community established by this process will be able to 

highlight and mitigate the underlying causes of crime more effectively.  

 Proactive: The traditional mode of policing is largely reactive and incident 

driven. Community policing envisages proactive role for police who will prevent 

crimes before they occur and link crime and disorder with societal issues. Thus it is 

a bolder and dynamic system to tackle the root causes of crime.  

 Decentralisation: it provide for greater role for the grass-root level police 

officials by empowering them to identify the problem with the help and inputs of 

the local community and then devising and executing the plans to solve the same. It 

thus speeds up the process as well as increase the efficiency as no instruction or 

order from the top will be needed. 

 Problem Solving: It is the fundamental base of this approach Police and 

public meet not for just the sake of interaction but to identify the problems, the 

causes, possible consequences and planning a strategy to solve the problem. 

 Consultation: The police don’t have to decide the issues unilaterally and 

must involve the community because as the residents they have a better 

understanding of the problems, their causes, geographical area to solve the 

problem. It includes public consent and accountability. The traditional semi 

military model of law enforcement doesn’t provide scope for consultation. 

 Organisational Transformation: It requires experimenting with different 

organisational structures, changing the delivery of patrol services and more power 

to patrol officers to take decision on their own. The basic premise is to identify and 

attract different kinds of individuals to policing who are oriented toward service 

rather than adventure. This requires developing new recruitment and selection 

techniques that are in tune with the goals of community policing. 
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Figure 1: Differences between traditional policing and community policing 

                 Traditional Policing                   Community Policing 
Reactive to incidents. Pro-active in solving community related 

problems. Discuss possible solutions 
with the community. 

Roles of police officers are limited to 
incident response. 

Roles of police officers are broadened to 
include identification and solving of 
problems. 

Random patrols in cars to respond to 
crimes. 

Visible patrols to interact with the 
community, i.e foot patrols, bicycle 
patrols, scooter patrols. 

Focus on internal resources. 
Limited linkages with the community. 

Leverage on community resources. 
Police work with extensive co-operative 
links with the community 

Information from the community is 
limited. 

Information from the community comes 
from many sources. 

Supervision is control-oriented; 
authoritative style or command and 
control style. 

Decentralisation of authority and 
autonomy given to front-line officers. 

Rewards based on solving of cases Performance evaluation rewards based 
on service activities; crime prevention, 
satisfaction and sense of safety of the 
community. 
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8. Community Policing Experiments 
 3.1 Abroad 

The idea of community policing gained importance during 1970s and 1980s in 

countries like USA, UK, Canada, Japan, Singapore etc. These experiments gained 

tem acceptability and legitimacy. 

 3.1.1 USA 

The concept of community Policing as a distinct policing philosophy can be traced 

to a series of experiments conducted in USA in early 1960s. The first Presidential 

Commission on law enforcement in its report submitted in 1967 emphasised that 

police should establish close contact with the community. “The organisation of 

police departments and the training of policemen are focussed entirely on the 

apprehension and prosecution of criminals. What a policeman does and should do 

instead of making an arrest or in order to avoid making an arrest is rarely 

discussed. The peace keeping and service activities which consume the majority of 

police time receive too little consideration.”  

These findings were further highlighted by the reports of two subsequent National 

Commissions. These reports led police managers and social scientists to test the 

premises of community policing. Thus, initially eight studies were conducted in 

different cities of USA: 

1. Flint, Michigan: It was the conducted during 1979-82 to check the efficacy of 

foot patrol system. This was a much decentralised system with patrol officers 

having a wide role in defining and implementing foot patrol programmes. It 

attempted to solve three problems: a) the absence of comprehensive 

neighbourhood organizations and services, b) the lack of citizen involvement in 

crime prevention, and c) the depersonalization of interactions between officers 

and residents. The response to this exercise was highly motivating with nearly 

70% people reported that they feel safe as a result of foot patrol. 

2. Newark I: It was conducted during 1978-79. The results showed that with beat 

patrols, there was a decline in street activity and severity of crime. 

3. Newark II: It was conducted during 1983-84. It was started with the purpose of 

giving increased attention to social and physical incivilities. It resulted in 

reduction in social crime and worry about property crime. 

4. Houston: It was conducted during 1983-84 to test the efficacy of fear reduction 

strategies like victim contact, citizen contact patrol, community newsletter and 

store-front office and crime prevention. 

5. San-Diego: Problem Oriented Policing was started to specifically evaluate the 

response of police to community policing and impact on police behaviour. The 

results included increased non-law enforcement contacts of police officers with 

community and more positive attitude towards community relations. 
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6. Baltimore: Citizen Oriented Police Enforcement (COPE) was started in 1981to 

reduce citizen fear of crime, implementing community policing on ground. It 

led to greater role for police more interaction between police and community. 

7.  Oakland: To reduce social and civil disorders by engaging foot patrol officers. 

8. Boston: It substituted ‘two-officer motorised patrol’ with foot patrol and one 

officer motorised patrolling.  

The San-Diego programme was upgraded and revised through a 4 step Scanning 

Analysis Response Assessment (SARA) Model. This then was adopted and 

implemented in many cities as a standard model. The idea of community policing 

thus emerged in late 1970s but become popular due to the aggressive marketing 

by federal agencies and Washington based think-tanks. The increased popularity of 

community policing led to the passage of Violent Crime Control and Law 

Enforcement Act, 1994 and the creation of Community Oriented Policing Services 

(COPS). COPS funded training helps advance community policing at all levels of law 

enforcement from line officers to law enforcement executives as well as others in 

the criminal justice field. By 2005, COPS had invested $11.3 billion to add 118,768 

community policing officers and deputies to the streets and schools. Police 

departments throughout the country now actively compete for Federal support for 

their community policing efforts. 

 

3.1.2 Britain   

While British Police has some elements of Community policing in some parts by 

the individual initiatives of some police officers, the statutory status was provide 

way back in 1984 by the “Police and Criminal Evidence Act” which prescribed for 

setting up of Police Consultative Committees to promote both greater public 

participation and increase police accountability. The experiments there also 

highlighted the need for decentralization of power.  

Scarman Report in 1985 also recommended decentralisation with more foot 

patrols and increased opportunities for police officials to interact with the 

community. This report also justified reactionary measures and thus gave room for 

both community policing and reactive policing. The constant theme of the crime 

prevention steps was that crime can be prevented only joint efforts of police and 

community. Attempts were also made to tackle the root causes of crime and not 

just symptoms.  

Recently, the British government passed the Police Reform and Social 

Responsibility Act, 2011 to transfers the control of police forces from police 

authorities to Police and Crime Commissioners. They are directly elected by the 

people for a term of four years and the first elections were held out in November 
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2012. They are charged with the maintenance of an efficient and effective police 

force within their area, and to hold the Chief constable to account for the delivery 

of the police and crime plan. They are also responsible for the appointment, 

suspension and dismissal of the Chief Constable. The Association of Police and 

Crime Commissioners has been commissioned by the Home Office to facilitate co-

ordination, representation and support for police and crime commissioners and 

police governance bodies from November 2012. 

 

3.1.3 Japan  

In spite of having a very centralized system of policing, Japan always had a number 

of institutions engaging with the community. The most significant and famous 

system of community policing is the institutions of Kobans (police boxes). A koban 

is a two-storied building within the community with some police officers generally 

ranging from 1 to 10 who interact with citizens on a more intimate basis than they 

could from a more distant station. Kobans can be residential as well as non-

residential. The non-residential kobans (HASHUTSUSHO) work in urban areas and 

residential kobans (CHUZAISHO) work in non-urban areas where policeman work 

in shifts often with their families. These kobans handle small incidents, disputes, 

theft, petitions, complaints and requests on all issues. The police officials advised 

people on crime prevention programmes. In addition, Radio Patrol Cars control 

crimes and law and order situations very efficiently. Some community police 

officers in a police station are assigned to guard police posts, check posts and 

police station – based patrol units. In addition, each prefectural police headquarter 

has a railway police unit, police vessel and aircraft and a communication and 

command center. Even the research done by US Department of Justice and 

published in May 1988 found the Japanese police system as the best established 

community policing system in the world.  

3.1.4 Singapore 

The Neighbourhood Police Post (NPP) system, adapted from the Japanese Koban 

System, was introduced in 1983.  In the first phase of implementation 8 NPPs were 

first established on 1 June 1983 in the 8 constituencies in one police division to 

test the efficacy of this in their environment.  The second phase of implementation 

began with the setting up of several NPPs in two other police divisions. NPP 

Officers focused on basic policing duties such as house visits, foot and bicycle 

patrols and community liaison work.  
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Then in 1997, Singapore adopted NPC as a decentralised, flexible, integrated and 

community-focused capabilities system. This was a one-stop policing centre for the 

Community as NPC Officers performed additional functions such as responding to 

999 calls and on-scene investigations. Community liaison work was also expanded 

to working with community partners on community safety and security 

programmes.  

In 2012, Singapore adopted Community Policing System (COPS) which is expected 

to transform frontline policing in four areas:  

1. Systems: Reorganising the NPC 

2. People: Competitive salary package and Developmental opportunities 

3. Technology: Deployment of Police Cameras at HDB blocks, Enhancing NPP 

4. Partnerships: Community Safety and Security Programmes. 

 

 

3.2 India 

Historically and traditionally in many parts of the country community policing was 

practised. Some of the examples are ‘Panchayats of Manipur’, ‘PachaFayda’ of 

Nagaland, ‘Kebong’ of Arunachal Pradesh and ‘Village Defence courts’ in Manipur. 

Many experiments attempted were generally through individual initiatives while 

some of them were through formal legislation. 

3.2.1 Madhya Pradesh 

The concept of Village Defence Society  in Community policing was first introduced 
in 1956 in M.P in the dacoity infested area to enlist the corporation of the villages 
in the fight against the dreaded dacoits. Initially these societies were established in 
Gwalior, Bhind and Morena districts and later on also established in Shivpuri, 
Datia, Guna, Rewa, and Sagar districts. The state government passed the "Madhya 
Pradesh Gram Tatha Nagar Raksha Samiti Vidheyak " in to establish the Village 
Defence Societies as well as the City Defence Societies in the remaining parts of the 
State also. Some of the initiatives are:  

1. Parivar Paramarsh Kendra (Family Counselling Centre): It was stated in 
October 1995 to alleviate the suffering of women in the family setup in our 
society. 

2. Nagar Suraksha Samiti (Town Defence Committee): It was started in January 
1996 to create a group of right citizens to assist the police in doing its normal 
duties like managing major processions, generating awareness about police 
working, assisting in management of traffic.  

3. Mobile Police Thana: It was started in October 1996 to provide social justice to 
villagers. Under this initiative officers of police station camp at a fixed place, 
date and time to dispose off the minor incidents or problems of the village. 
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4. Bal Mitra Scheme: It was started in October 1997 to remove the fear of police 
from the minds of school going students of different age groups and to make 
them acquaint with the working of police 

3.2.2 Maharashtra  

1. The Bhiwandi Experiment: This initiative was taken by Shri. Suresh Khorpade 
during the critically period following the demolition of Babri Mosque in 
December 1992. This was highly successful as this area remained peaceful even 
when communal violence erupted in many parts of the country and Bhiwandi 
had a history of communal violence in 1970 and 1984. This was achieved by 
forming Mohalla Committees comprising of representatives of people 
professing different religious faiths. The basic premise was that mutual a 
acquaintance prompted trust and goodwill. These committees provided a 
platform for people to come and remove anonymity and establish 
acquaintance.  

2. Bombay City Experiment: Peace Committees were set up in Bombay as an 
extension of Bhiwandi Experiment proved effective since the end of 1993 when 
a team of eminent social workers and police leader transformed the 
atmosphere. Victims of communal violence were rehabilitated by the joint 
efforts of police, peace committees and voluntary agencies.  

 3.2.3 Tamilnadu 

1. Friend Of Police:  This movement in community policing was started in 1993 in 
Ramnad District of Tamilnadu by Shri Prateep V Philip to “foster and crystallise 
the hither-to untapped sentiments of goodwill for the police that exists among 
the general public.” Within a few months of its inception, nearly a 1000 
members of the public from all walks of life volunteered to become FOPs in 
Ramnad district.  

3.2.4 Kerala 

1. Crime Prevention Committees: They were formed in 1998 at the police station 
level to provide a platform for the local public and the police to discuss crime 
problem.  

2. Student Traffic Education Programme: This was started to educate and train 
the youth in matters related to traffic. 

3. Crime Stopper Facility: It provided a platform to share information with the 
police on non-metered telephone without disclosing the caller’s identity. 

4. Janamaithri Suraksha Project: It was started in 2008 in selected 20 Police 
Stations on the recommendations on Justice K. T Thomas Commission report. 
As of now, it has been implemented in 248 selected Police Stations. Appropriate 
training is being given to the Beat Officers, Assistant Beat Officers, Community 
Liaison Groups etc. Janamaithri Suraksha Samithi are formed to assist in the 
functioning of the project comprising of Corporation / Municipal Ward 
Councillors, representatives of each active Residents Association, NGOs, local 
media representatives, nominees of every High School Head Master / College 
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Principal, reputed persons of the locality, retired police personnel and ex-
service personnel.  

 

3.3 UNDP Project in India 

       The Ministry of Home Affairs in collaboration with the UNDP in 1995 conceived 
a project to “Improve the Organisation and Management of Law Enforcement 
System in India” to evolve a mechanism for improving the law enforcement 
system and police public interface in the police stations selected for this 
project. This project was started towards the end of 1997. The project was 
implemented in selected police stations of Assam, Rajasthan and Tamil Nadu. 
For improving the police community understanding and interaction at the 
police station level, Community Liaison Group was conceived as the 
institutionalised system.  

         Community Liaison Group represents a group of people belonging to various 
socio-economic strata of the society within a given geographical area who 
come together with a common specific objective to improve relationship 
between public and police of the given area with an aim to foster peace and 
harmony in the society through co-operation and constant communication, 
interaction and understanding between the police and the public. 
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4. Case Study of Neighbourhood Watch Scheme 
 

 The Neighbourhood Watch Scheme was initially started by the Delhi Police in 

1989 to enlist the support and co-operation of residents of an area to improve area 

security for the prevention of crime. It envisages close co-ordination and contact of 

Beat and Division staff with the residents of the selected area. In this, residents are 

encouraged to take measures to improve security by employing chowkidars, 

verification of servants, installing gates, CCTVs etc. This scheme was started again 

on 28th Oct, 2013. Till Feb, 2014, 731 areas have been covered under this scheme. 

The process involves the identification of area which is followed by contacting 

residents of that area and then motivating them to be alert. SHO/ACP have to 

organise the residents into a cohesive and homogeneous group. The help of local 

SPOs and residents organisation, if any, is enlisted. The Neighbourhood Watch 

Committees are constituted comprising the representatives of police, local bodies, 

resident’s association, local volunteers and the residents. The SHO will invariably 

attend the monthly meetings of the NWC. The SHO will invariably attend the 

monthly meeting of NWC and will address the ways for improving the functioning 

of the NWC. The NWC members are given ID cards containing all the necessary 

details. The jurisdiction of each NWC is the beat of the local Beat constable which 

can have maximum 500 houses. The NWCs oversees the neighbourhood watch 

programme in the area and have the following broad functions: 

Figure 2: Functions of Neighbourhood Watch Committee 

1. 
 

Compilation and distribution of a updated house-wise list of all the residents 
including details like postal address and telephone number 

2. 
 

Disseminating information on the proper security of house i.e good quality 
locks for doors, grills and bars on windows, use of magic eye, door chain, 
burglary alarm, CCTV, cross bell etc. 

3. Disseminating information on proper security of vehicles including the need 
for keeping the vehicles always locked, etching of the registration number 
on the window glass, use of extra security measures like gear lock, steering 
lock, GPRS tracker etc. 

4. Issuing passes to the regular visitors of the colony like vendors, hawkers, 
plumbers, electrician, technicians after getting their antecedence verified 
from police to discourage unauthorised entry in the colony 

5. Organising camps for insurance of expensive and movable items like 
jewellery, electronic  gadgets etc. 
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6. Assisting police in the collection of the particulars of all domestic servants, 
chowkidars and drivers together with their relatives residing/working as 
well as tenants in the locality and getting their antecedents verified by the 
police 

7. Identification of all the bad characters, drug addicts and rowdies residing in 
the locality and helping of police in keeping a watch on them 

8. Identifications of unemployed youths and drop-outs having undesirable 
activities and keeping a watch on their activities especially if any of them is 
suddenly found to be spending money lavishly 

9.  Motivating residents to keep a watch on the house of their neighbour if 
neighbour is away on work or on vacation and promptly informing the local 
coordinator/police in case of any suspicious activity around his house 

10. Meeting frequently or at-least once a month to analyse local crime and 
planning counter measures 

11. Motivating residents to keep a watch on abandoned vehicles and visit by 
unknown vehicles in the area 

12. Motivating residents to be vigilant in local public parks and play grounds for 
eve-teasers, thieves and suspicious looking persons 

 

4.1  Objectives of NWS 

 

1. To reduce property crime like Burglary, and snatching 

2. To foster police-community relations 

3. To enhance the community spirit 

4. To decrease the juvenile crime by involving youths in this scheme. 

 

4.2  Field Visits 

The Intern did surveys in three areas out of which were slums and one was a 

colony in South Delhi. The slums covered were Motilal Nehru Camp and Shiva 

Camp and the colony was DDA Flats in Munirka. The survey was designed to know 

the awareness of the NWS, acquaintance with the Beat officer, NWC meetings. The 

Intern also asked them their response for the support of any scheme of community 

policing if started by the Delhi Police. The Intern apart from the survey also talked 

to them to ascertain their issues and the possible reforms they would like to have 

in any such scheme.  

4.2.1 Motilal Nehru Camp 

The survey got response from the 71 residents of the slum. Only 7(10%) 

respondents have heard about the NWS and their too don’t know the objectives of 

the scheme. Most of the people don’t know whether this scheme is going on in their 
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area or not. Hence, they also don’t know about the formation of any such 

committees. The acquaintance level with the Beat officer is also very low and only 

16(23%) respondents know their Beat officer. Many of them even don’t know that 

their area have a Beat officer. People complained that Beat officer contacts only 

those living on the main road and comes inside the slum only in the case of any 

incident. The formation of list of the residents got 44(62%) positives responses. 

59(83%) respondents were willing to offer their support to any such scheme if 

they came to know about it. 

 
 

                  Figure 3: Survey results of Motilal Nehru Camp 

4.2.2 Shiva Camp 

Here, survey got the response of 68 people out of whom only 11(16%) have heard 

about NWS. Here also, the level of interaction with the Beat officer is abysmally low 

with only 18(26%) people know their Beat officer. The problem of Beat officer not 

going inside the slum is also prevent here and most of the people knowing beat 

officer are either living on the main road or very near to the main road. 39(57%) 

people know that a list of all the residents of the slum has been documented. 

52(76%) replied positively for the support of any such scheme of police. 
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                      Figure 4: Survey results of Shiva Camp 

 

4.2.3 DDA Flats, Munirka  

Here, 55 people responded to the survey out of whom 21(38%) have heard of 

NWS. The level of acquaintance with the Beat officer here is quite good as 42(78%) 

people know their Beat officer. Some women said that although they know their 

Beat officer but hesitate to talk to him about eve-teasing, stalking etc. Here, most of 

the people don’t know about the NWC that are to be formed but know about their 

RWA and its members. Some of the members complained that RWA are generally 

dominated by some members or families. Some people responded that they don’t 

attend meetings because they don’t know the date and time of the meeting as 

circulars about the meeting are distributed very irregularly. Here the awareness 

about the preparation of the list of residents is also very high and 48(87%) know 

about it. Most of the people also responded that the vendors in their area have 

passes with them after proper registration. But here the response for the support 

of any such scheme is less and only 32(58%) people were willing to render their 

support for any such scheme of community policing.  
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                          Figure 5: Survey results of DDA Flats, Munirka 

 

4.3 Findings from the field visits 

The major findings from the field visits are as follows: 

7. The awareness about the Neighbourhood Watch Scheme is very low. 

8. The Neighbourhood Watch Committees don’t exist in the slums. 

9. Beat officer interact with only those living on the main roads or very close to it. 

He goes inside the slums only in the case of any incident.  

10. Mostly Beat officers are male, so women don’t find themselves in a comfortable 

position to share their problems, issues and suggestions with the Beat officer. 

11. NWCs don’t have monthly meetings where they exist and people often don’t get 

circular for the meetings. 

12. Some people or families tend to dominate these committees. 

 

4.4 Gap Analysis 

Though the Delhi Police had launched this scheme to enlist the support of the 

communities in solving the problems of the crime and law enforcement, but the 

conditions on the ground are quite different. People don’t even know about this 

scheme and their support remains a thing of distant far. People are still sceptical of 

the intentions of the police and think that such initiatives are meant only for 

showing on the papers. Police claims that the crime rate has gone down after the 

scheme but people don’t feel the same. 

4.5 Other initiatives of Delhi Police 

 

4.5.1 Pehchaan 
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It is a program to prevent children from falling prey to exploitation and felony in 

the national capital. It was started in June 2011. In this children from vulnerable 

sections of the society are registered and photographed with their parents from 

time to time. Especially minors residing in jhuggies, resettlement colonies and 

largely belonging to below poverty line category are targeted in this scheme. The 

photographs are given to the parents, burnt in compact disks(CDs), and are 

removed from the police data to avoid misuse. 64,755 children were photographed 

under this scheme in year 2012, in year 2013, 8788 were photographed. 

4.5.2 Eyes and Ears 

It was started in Jan 2008. It is a programme to sensitize and extract information 

from the secondary  stake holders of the society like guards, Rehri Patriwalas, 

Chowkidars, vendors, TSR drivers, parking attendants, residents/traders welfare 

associations etc. to keep a watch share the information about any suspicious 

activity or person with local police immediately.  Regular meetings are held by all 

the officers to sensitize and motivate them. 

4.5.3 Yuva 

It was started in 2012 to help youngsters from crime prone areas learn skills to 

earn their livelihood. It aims to bring back the lost souls and and youngsters on the 

right track thus solving juvenile problems. Police officials reach out to the children 

from economically backward background and give them vocational training. 

4.5.4 Parivartan 

It was started in Aug 2005  against the rape and domestic violence by the 

deployment of  women police constables (WPCs) in field in partnership with 

parents, psychologists, teachers, teachers, lawyers, students, sociologists, youth, 

area security committee members, NGOs  and resident welfare associations 

(RWAs) in a well-planned program. WPCs conduct community awareness and 

sensitization activities in the low income and densely populated areas of the city. 
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5. Recommendations, Scope and Strategy for Implementation 
 

The recommendations for the Neighbourhood Watch Scheme are at three levels – 

awareness about the scheme, at the Beat level and at the NWC level. 

5.1 Awareness about the NWS 

 

5.1.1 Recommendations 

The awareness about the Neighbourhood Watch Scheme should be increased. 

5.1.2 Scope 

Any Scheme or policy can’t be a success without its awareness. Since most of the 

people don’t know about this scheme, this scheme can’t work effectively as it 

envisages a greater role of the public. Their support can be enlisted only after 

making them aware about the benefits expected to occur from this scheme and 

making them aware of the role expected out of them. People must know the 

functions of the Neighbourhood Watch Committees which are supposed to be 

formed. 

5.1.3 Strategy 

 

1. Provide a very clear understanding to the people of the expected outcomes of 

the NWS through NWCs. 

2. Provide a charter enlisting all the functions of the NWCs 

3. Explain to the people the role that is expected out of them. 

 

5.2 Beat officer level 

 

5.2.1 Recommendations 

Make Beat officer more accessible and more people friendly. 

5.2.2 Scope 

Since the scheme is intended to foster the police-community relations and Beat 

officer is the face of the police for the communities. Beat officer must able to 

understand their problems and people must feel free to share their concerns. He 

must interact more with the people as acquaintance increases mutual trust and 

respect.  

5.2.3 Strategy 

1. Prepare a police station wise assessment of the staff required for the effective 

implementation of the scheme. 
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2. Don’t give them additional duties. 

3. Make a suitable mechanism to ensure that they create and maintain contact 

with the residents and not just with those residing on the main roads. 

4. Include women staff mandatorily in the beat so that women can freely share 

their concerns. 

  

5.3 Neighbourhood Watch Committee level 

 

5.3.1 Recommendations 

Make NWCs monthly meetings mandatory and make them more broad based. 

5.3.2 Scope 

Since NWC are the most important part of the scheme where people are supposed 

to raise their concerns, their monthly meetings must be made mandatory. Also to 

enable the poorest and weakest to raise their concerns, restrictions should be 

made on the total number of times any persons can become its member and 

chairman. 

5.3.3 Strategy 

 

1. Make monthly meetings of NWCs mandatory 

2. Make a provision to replace its one fourth member every year. 

3. Make minutes recording of the proceedings of the meetings of NWCs 

mandatory 

4. No person should be allowed to become its member more than three times.  
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6. Suggestions for future work 
 

The community policing is a very wide concept. It involves theoretical analysis of 

the concepts, comparative analysis of different models, institutional analysis to 

present a model. This project has its sample based in Delhi.  

Future work can be done on the evaluation of the experiments of community 

policing done in different states to as get an holistic idea of the best practises that 

can be adopted in the community policing.  

Most of the Indian states don’t have RAWs, so the concept of mohalla sabha and 

gram sabha can be used in the community policing as they represent the direct 

form of democracy with the active participation of the masses.  This aspect can be 

studied further in the future work which can’t be done in present project due to 

paucity of time. 
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7. Conclusions 
 

Maintenance of law and order and crime prevention is a very important part for 

the well bring and happiness of the citizens. With the increasing sophistication of 

the methods of crime and increasing difficulty in enforcing law and order due to 

the anonymity between police and public, necessitate the involvement of 

community in the operations of police and in the creation of orderly society.  

Community policing offers a solution to these problems by increasing the 

interaction between police and public which in turn leads to enhanced mutual 

trust and respect for each other. These interaction make both of them realise the 

problems and limitations of each other and enlist the full support of public to the 

police. It made available the resources of community to the police. 

The government has also realised the importance and potential of community 

policing in solving these problems and now more and more government are 

adopting it in one way or the other. And the very essence of community policing 

lies in these variations as problems and requirements of every area are different 

and require different approaches. 

Though the commencement of the efforts has occurred but we have to travel a lot 

to achieve a happy, peaceful and secure India. I would like to conclude my project 

with these words-   

“Every citizen is a police without uniform and every policeman is a citizen in 

uniform. It involves of bringing out of policeman out of citizen and citizen out of 

policeman.” 
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 “The highest measure of democracy is neither the 

‘extent of freedom’ nor the ‘extent of equality’ but 

rather the highest measure of participation.” 

- A.D. Benoist 

 

Rakshak Foundation creates awareness domestically and internationally 

about the rights and responsibilities of citizens towards the society and 

state. Rakshak engages in and supports social and scientific research on 

public policy and social issues. 
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